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ABSTRACT 

The introduction of the concept of sequential decoding 

by Wozencraft has opened up the possibility of more effic¬ 

ient decoding search procedures than those available with 

block codes. 

The purpose of this study is to improve the searth pro¬ 

cedures proposed by Pfeiffer and Lin. We show that under most 

error conditions it is not required to begin the search at the 

earliest segment in the b^-unit indicated by the multiple thres¬ 

hold test. An improved estimate of the probability of cor¬ 

recting an error in a br-unit is given. A new backup proced¬ 

ure and a modified threshold for discard make possible a more 

efficient search for the best path. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, interest in the study of sequential 

decoding has been increasing. The many results in numerous papers 

presented by Wozencraft [1 ], Fano[2], Ziv[3], and Massey[4] are 

well known. 

The process of generating the convolutional tree codes 

from a generator sequence is described in "Sequential Decoding" 

by Wozencraft & Reiffen and a paper of Lin & Lyne[5]. The 

"Threshold Test" and "Multiple-threshold Test" are described 

in "A Sequential Decoding System Utilizing Distance Properties 

of Convolutional Tree Code", a paper of Pfeiffer & Lin[6]. 

The analysis that follows attempts to develop a more effi¬ 

cient search procedure than that described by Pfeiffer and Lin. 

The study of the following topics form the core of new results 

in the thesis: 

1. An improved estimate on probability of correcting an 

error in a br-unit. 

2. A backup procedure for searching a br-unit. 

3. Study of thresholds for efficient search with discard. 
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II 

DESCRIPTION OF BASIC SYSTEM 

2-1. Convolutional tree codes 

In this thesis we consider only the binary convolutional 

tree codes with a single generator sequence. Each message 

digit is encoded in <X channel digits. For most examples 

c*=3 will be used for simplicity. The code constraint length 

"n" corresponds to message sequences of length V" digits. 

The ratio R="l^n=l/& is called the transmission rate. The 

distance between two sequences is the Hamming distance which 

is determined by counting the number of places at which the 

sequences differ. As an example, consider two sequences u and 

X. 

Let ji=001011101 

X=1 010'H 0 01 

Jk© X. = 1 000001 00 

Where the basic operation © for combining two sequences is 

modulo-2 addition of corresponding elements in the sequences 

to be combined. 

Let d(ij,y) = | u. © vj the distance between two sequences 

,U,and y, (in the example above, d(ji,y)=2). 

The process of generating tree convolutional codes from 

a generator sequence is described by Wozencraft and Reiffen. 

Here we just give an example: 

Let the generator sequence = 111 010 001 000 000 ... 
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for which&=3, so that n=9 and R=l/3. 

Let ift.be the message sequence. 

If 1=1 0 1 0   

then the encoded sequence is £=111 010 110 010   

If njpO 111   

then the encoded sequence is £=000 111 101 100   

Convolutional codes of the kind considered here have some 

important properties, as described by Lin[8]. Since some of 

these are utilized in the decoding scheme, we shall simply 

state them as follows: 

1. The code produced is a group code:if two paths of the 

same length in the tree, extending through branches of the 

same order "i" are combined by the operation, the resulting 

sequence corresponds to another path in the tree of the same 

length and extending through branches of order "i". 

2. The codes possess a fundamental distance property which 

provides the error-correcting capability of the code. According 

to this property, the distance between the upper half and the 

lower half of any k-unit in the tree depends only upon the 

length k and does not depend upon the node from which the 

k-unit stems. Hence we can introduce a distance function d(.) 

for k-unit which depends only upon k. Thus d(k) is the distance 

between halves of any k-unit in the code tree. 

3. If a code tree is entered at any node, the paths stem¬ 

ming from that node form a tree. If any two sequences of message 

digits agree in the last U-l places, the trees stemming from 
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the nodes corresponding to the last digit in the two cases 

are identical. 
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2-2 . Probabilistic decoding 

We shall assume that the decoder stores n=cn> channel 

output digits and compares this sequence of digits with possible 

paths In the code tree. In the process of decoding, a tentative 

choice of a path means a tentative decoding of the channel 

output digits in the decoder. If there were no noise in the 

transmission channel to perturb the transmitted signal, the 

sequence in the decoder would correspond exactly with a path 

in the tree, and this path could be identified with certainty. 

In the presence of noise, however, the received sequence may 

correspond exactly with no path in the tree. In this case, a 

choice must be made as to which path is most probable. When 

a choice has been made as to the most probable path, the decoder 

shifts out channel digits and prints out the corresponding 

decoded message digit. When perturbations due to noise are in¬ 

frequent, the search for a path proceeds on a branch-by-branch 

basis, with a minimum number of decoding operations. Distance 

properties of the code provide very sensitive tests for an 

error in the choice of path, which amounts to providing tests 

for an error in decoding. 
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2-3. Branch-by-branch searching 

The branch-by-branch search by the decoder is the one which 

should be considered the "running mode" of the decoder. We sup¬ 

pose the decoder has found the correct path for the full length 

of branches. The first segment of a channel digits is shifted 

out of the decoder while new channel digits are shifted in. 

There are two possible choices for the new segment in the decoder. 

A new segment of c< received digits is compared with the two 

possible branches in the single generator tree. The tree branch 

which is more nearly equal to the received segment is chosen 

and is the "most probable" one. Since the code has the property 

that all 1-units have the same distance d(l)=ot between the two 

branches in the unit, only one comparison operation is necessary 

to make the choice. That is, compare the received segment with 

the upper branch. If the distance between these two segments 

is less than <*/2, the upper branch is chosen; if not, the lower 

branch is chosen. 

Hence, once the correct path of U segments is found, the 

-search can continue on a branch-by-branch basis, so long as the 

noise peturbation in any one segment does not exceed <*/2=d(l)/2. 

In low noise situations this condition may prevail for compara¬ 

tively long periods of time. When the number of channel errors 

in a single segment exceeds <*/2, the branch-by-branch search 

results in the choice of an incorrect path. Once an incorrect 

path is chosen, branch-by-branch searching cannot possibly 

result in a return to the correct path. 
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2-4. The threshold test 

Once an Incorrect choice of a branch is made, the 

subsequent branches must be incorrect. By the fundamental dis¬ 

tance property of the code, the distance increases with the 

number of branches beyond the node of separation from the 

correct path. Let u, be the transmitted sequence, & the tenta¬ 

tively decoded sequence corresponding to the path chosen, and 

v the sequence received at the channel output. We suppose 

that the first u-k branches in the decoder are correct and the 

last k are incorrect. The distance between y and # will then 

be due to the distance in the last k branches. 

We must therefore have 

d(u,w) > d(k) 

Since d(y,v) + d(x,jjr) >d(u,w) 

It follows that d(y,vf) > d(k) - d(u,v) 

Let us introduce a threshold function T(.); for each 

integer k, the value T(k) of the threshold function T(.) is 

that integer satisfying the relationship T(k) <Cd(k)/2 < 

T(k) + 1. 

If l/i-u, we must have 

d(y,K)>d(y) - T(t>) and d(l^) > 2T(V) 

so that 

d(v,ii) > T(y) 

Then we have d(u,v() > |d(y,y) - d(y,y,)| 

The conditions d(y.,t£.) > T(p») and d(y,yj < T(V) thus 

imply d(u,w) >• 0, which means that at least one branch is 
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incorrect. 

Suppose the distance between the transmitted sequence ju 

and received sequence v. at length V segments is less than 

the error-correcting capability T(p) of the code, then: 

1. If the distance d(v,v£) between the received sequence 

v and the tentatively decoded sequence w in the decoder is 

greater than T(V), there must be at least one incorrect 

segment in $. 

2. If the first branch in the decoder is incorrect, then 

d(w,y) exceeds T(y) for each possible sequence vjt. 

This threshold test provides a highly reliable basic test 

for decoding errors within the error-correcting capabilities 

of the code. But if the number of channel errors exceeds T(V), 

the test is not reliable. 
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2-5. Multiple-threshold test 

The basic threshold test provides a test for detecting an 

Incorrect decoding choice within a V-unit, the full constraint 

length of the tree. The test is dependable only if the error- 

correcting capability T(v) of the code is not exceeded in the 

ysegments spanned by that unit. An extension of this testing 

procedure, to aid in early detection and approximate location 

of decoding errors, may be made by considering sections of the 

path shorter than V segments in length. 

Suppose a tentatively decoded path is correct for the first 

y-b segments in the decoder, and the threshold test is applied 

to the sequence of the last b segments. If the error-correcting 

capability T(b) is not exceeded by the noise in the last b 

branches, the error will be indicated before the node of 

separation is shifted out of the last b positions in the decoder. 

Consider a sequence of paths of increasing length, 

consisting successively of the last b^, b2,   bm, y 

segments of the tentatively decoded path in the decoder. Apply 

the threshold test to each of these partial paths, using the 

corresponding threshold T(b]_) for the path of length bj^ 

segments. Suppose br is the largest segment for which the 

corresponding threshold T(br) is exceeded. We may assert there 

is a decoding error in the last br segments of the tentatively 

decoded path if the following conditions hold: 

1. The channel noise does not exceed the appropriate 

thresholds at lengths of br, br+^, ,bm,V segments, 

respectively. 
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2. There is no decoding error in the first V-br segments. 
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2-6. Error-correcting strategy 

When the MTT has Indicated an error In a tentatively- 

decoded path, let br be the largest number of segments for 

which the corresponding threshold T(br) Is exceeded. We accept 

the first y-br segments of the path In the decoder and search 

the br-unlt at the end of this partial path for a new tall 

sequence consisting of br segments. Apply the MTT to the new 

tall; now suppose bg Is the greatest number of segments In the 

new path for which the corresponding T(bg) Is exceeded. We 

accept the first M-bs segments and search the bs-unit at the 

end of this partial path for a new tail of bs segments. This 

process is repeated until a path is found which satisfies all 

thresholds in the MTT. If no such a path is found, consider 

the path with the smallest bs; use thet'-bs previously 

accepted segments of that path and complete with the best bs 

segments tail produced by the branch-by-branch search procedure. 
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III 

ANALYSIS OF THE SEARCH PROCEDURE 

3-1. The basic procedure for sequential decoding 

When a received sequence is entering the decoder, the 

r 
operation nqmally proceeds with a branch-by-branch search. 

In the preceding sections we have seen that the branch-by¬ 

branch search decodes incorrectly for some noise situations 

and a larger portion of the tree must be searched by using 

the threshold test for a b-unit. The MTT gives an indication 

of the location of the node of separation whenever we need 

to search the br-unit. All possible paths in the indicated 

br-unit need not be compared with the received sequence over 

this br-unit. The threshold function T(.) may be used as a 

discard function to eliminate many of these paths. We will 

now discuss this search and related properties in detail. 
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3-2. An Improved estimate on the probability of correcting 

an error In a b^-unlt 

Consider the br-unit to be a particular k-unit. Consider 

d(k) to be the minimum distance between the upper half and the 

lower half of the k-unit in the code tree. We suppose that the 

first i^-k branches In the decoder are correct and the last k- 

branches are decoded using the threshold test. 

Let UL(k) be the transmitted sequence with length k branches 

vj[(k) be a tentatively decoded sequence with length k- 

branches 

v.(k) be the received sequence with length k branches 

1. Analysis of the probability of correcting an error in a br-unit 

A. If the distance djc(u,v) between the transmitted sequence 

y,(k) and received sequence v.(k) is less than or equal to T(k), 

then there is at least one path such that dk(w,v)OF(k). We can 

decode the first branch of the tentatively decoded sequence cor¬ 

rectly since every path which is incorrect at the first segment 

will have the distance dk(vy,y.)>T(k). 

B. If the distance d. (jyL,y.)>T(k)j then we may or may not de- 
K 

code the first segment correctly. Because the minimum distance 

is not directly related to the probability of error of the de¬ 

coding scheme, and because it is not related to the probability 

of the channel noise, we must consider the situation when the 

distance dk(u,y.)>T(k). 
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2. An Improved estimate for decoding the first branch of 

a br-unit 

A. Suppose the decoder has found the correct path for the 

first y-k segments; now we continue to decode the last k segments. 

By using the branch-by-branch search procedure, we choose the 

most probable branch. If we have a path with distance dk(yj . v) 

less than or equal to T(k), than we select this path as a correct 

path. 

B. If we have a path whose distance is dk(&,y)=T(k)+l, and 

all the paths which are different at the first branch have the 

distance dk(j£,y)> T(k)+2, then we select such a path as the cor¬ 

rect path and continue to decode the next branch. 

C. If there is no path which has distance d (#.,v)< T(k), and 

if we have two paths which are different at thp first branch, both 

of which have the distance d (j£>y.)=T(k)+l, then we select the path 
k 

which has distance d(A)41 as the correct path. Where d(a) is the 

distance at the first branch compared with the received sequence. 

Let P be the probability of error for decoding the first 

branch 

P(dk=i) be the probability that dk(ji.,;y)=i at a length 

of kHBegment 

P(C|d =i) be the probability of decoding the first 

branch correctly when d (\£,y.) = i 
K 

tex 
P = 1 - X P(d =i)P(C| d, =i) 

i=0 k K 

T(k) k* 
- 1 - P(dk=i)P(C|dk=i)+Z P(d =i)P(c|d =i)] 

i*0 i=T(k)+l * K 

Since = i for i£T(k) 
P(c|dk=l) 

1 for i>T(k) 
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We have 

P-1 -tg P(dk=i) + 
ka 

i=T(k)+l 
P(dk=l)p(0|dk-l)J 

T(k) 
<1-2 P(dk-i) 

1=0 

For example: 

Then 

Consider the binary symmetric channel 

and let k=7, T(k)=4, po=0.02 
T(k) c 

P'-l-^l P(dk=i)=5.0*10 
i=0 

Where P* is the general result of the probability 

of error for decode the first branch. 

If we now consider only dk(jjL,^)=5 and make the improved est¬ 

imate, we have 
T (k) k (X 

P-l-pS P(dk-1) +S, % p(dk-i)p(c|dk-l)] Li=0 i-T(k)+l 

r 4 21 
=l-|ZP(dk=i) +Z P(dk=i)P(C|dk=i)l 

KL=0 1=5 4 

r 4 i <l-|SP(dk-i) + P(dk=5)P(C|dk=5)j 

Since 

P(dk=5)=c|1p^qJ6=4.75*10“5 

Under the branch-by-branch search procedure, we have 

P(C|dk=5)> (C58+C^Cii8)/C5:L =0.92 

Then P<5.Oxlo“5-(0.92)(4.75*lO"5)=6.3*lO"6 

From this example, we showed that whenever the channel 

errors in the sequential decoding system is bigger than half of 

the minimum distance between the upper half and lower half of 

the code tree, we still have high probability to decode the first 

branch corrector. 
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3-3. A backup procedure for searching a b^-unlt 

When a b-unit search Is indicated by the threshold test, 

under the most likely error condition (that is two channel errors 

lie in one segment) then we get in a wrong path. In such a sit¬ 

uation, whenever the distance d (&,v.)=T(k)+l, we just want to 
k 

restart from the last T(k)+1 segment, and search for a path 

which satisfies d (#,yJ<.T(k). Also, under most error conditions 
k 

it is not required that the search begin at the earliest segment 

in b-unit search Whenever d (w,x)>T(b)+l. It Is also true for 
b 

a br-unit search whenever d^ )2?(br)+l• 
r 

When a br-unit search Is indicated by MTT, unedr most error 

conditions it is not required that the search begin 511 the ear¬ 

liest segment in the br-unit. Also if we begin searching at a 

given segment in the br-unit and later find that it is necessary 

to backup further, Jt Is not necessary to search the portion of 

the unit already searched. Therefore, it is desirable to backup 

an amount that will catch the error most of the time to begin the 

search. If this proves Insufficient, repeated backup segment- 

by-segment provides a systematic search of larger subunits of 

the b -unit, 
r 
The following examples indicate the desirability of be¬ 

ginning the b^-unit search at some segment later that the ear¬ 

liest segment in the unit. We let dk(#,y)=T(k)+l and sup¬ 

pose k=7, T(k)=4. 
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1. Suppose we have a single burst of error with length 2, lying 

in one branch. Then the burst will be discovered when it is 

shifted into the third segment position, at which time the 

distance d7(jt,y)=T(7)=5. 

If we restart from the last T(k)+1=5 segment, we correct 

length 2, and no more channel noise, then when the burst of 

error shift in the fourth segment will be discovered; we re¬ 

start from the last T(k)=4 segment and we correct the error. 

number of 

segment 

distribution 

of dk(tt,J5L) 
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3. We have a single burst of length 3 and it lies in one segment; 

if there is no more channel noise, then we restart from the last 

T(k)+2=6 segment and we correct the path. 

number of 

segment 

distribution 

of. dk(jnL,x) 

tentatively- 

decoded path 

d(iUX)=5 

correct path 

d(w,\0=3 

4 .We have a single burst with length 4(or 5) and no more channel 

noise, we shall have the probability 2/3 that we can correct the 

wrong path by restart from the last T(k)+2=6 segment, and we have 

the probability 1/3 that restart from the last T(k)+3=7 segment 

decoded path 

correct path 
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3-4. Study of thresholds for efficient search with discard 

We shall consider two cases determined by the distances 

between ^ and jy_. 

1. Suppose dk(jK2,^2KT(k) and dh+k(&'&)>T(h+k) 

By the fundamental distance property, we have 

dkU2,J^)> d(k) > 2T(k) 

By the triangle inequality, we have 

dk CBg ± dk 0*2 ^ ) " dk ^ *~2 ) 

> T(k) > 

Hence we have 

dh+k(#',i) > dh+kte,aJ 

If the threshold is first violated at distance h+k from the 

end (l.e., if the conditions assumed hold for each h > 0) there 

is no point in searching the upper half of the (h+k)-unit for a 

better path in terms of the distance between x and 
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2. suppose dk(vfg,y2) > T(k) and dh+k(w,v) > T(h+k) 

Let dh+k^'~) = T(h+k) + e> e > 0 

Suppose there Is a path such that 

dh+k^‘,X^ - T(h+k) 

By the triangle inequality and the fundamental distance 

property: 

> d(k) > 2T(k) 

then 

dk(i^,y2) > 2T(k) - dk(i![2,y2) 

and 

dh+kUSx) = +dk(w^,y2) < T(h+k) 

dh+k(~’~) =dh^l,xl^ +dk(w2,v2) = T(h+k) + e 

So we have 

dk(^2,^2) ^ dk(w2,X2^ “ e 

Then 

2T(k) - dk(H2,!j2) < dkte2,v2) - e 

e < 2[dk(H2,X2) - TOO! 

Since "e" is an integer, this is equivalent to 

0 < e < 2[dk(tf2,v2) - T(k)] - 1 

Thus we have an upper bound on the value of "e" which is 

a necessary condition for finding an appropriate path . For 

larger "e", there may not be a path.#.1. However, since there 

are usually many paths for which dk(w,w') is considerably 

greater than d(k), the search should be carried out, even with 

large "e ". 
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Whenever the upper bound of "e" Is held, then we use a new 

threshold 

d
k(^>X2) < dk(j^,v2) - e 

to search the new path. 

The last condition is a necessary condition that 

dh+k(vt'>y) < T(h+k). We may use the right hand number as a dis¬ 

card threshold when searching for a path in the last k-unit. 

For example: Let us consider the binary symmetric channel 

and let k=7, T(k)=4 

Consider the channel error distributed as in Fig.A. 

1. It is not necessary to restart from the last segment, because 

<, T(l). 

2. It is not necessary to restart from the last 2-4 segment 

because the upper bound condition can not be held. 

e ^[d^v^yg) - T(i)] - 1 for 2 < i £ 4 

3. We restart from the last T(k)+1=5 segment and using the dis¬ 

card threshold dk(w^,y2) < d^^Vg) - e to search for a path; 

and this path will be discarded two segment later. 

4. We restart from the last T(k)+2=6 segment, using the branch- 

by-branch search, we find out the correct path. 

The total number of decoding operations is 

N = |n 
:=1 *■ 

6 
= Z n, 

f-5 i 

=2+6=8 

where n^^ is the number of decoding operations when 

we restart from the "i" segment, respectively. 
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Compare with that we restart from the earliest segment. 

Let N* be the maximum number of decoding operation when 

we restart to search the path from the earliest segment 

N* = 28 = 256 

then we have 

N/N* = 8/256 = 1/32 

Fig.A. # channel error 

X—discarded path 

0 
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3-5. A search procedure 

Having adopted the MTT and the modified discard threshold 

for searching a b^-unit, we consider a search procedure for 

the br-unit indicated by the MTT. We suppose throughout that 

the distance d(n,xJ between the transmitted sequence j^and the 

received sequence y at length V segments is no greater than 

the error-correcting capability T(l>). In this case the error 

can be corrected. The problem is to find an efficient search 

procedure. 

We suppose a suitable b-unit has been chosen and use the 

MTT at b, 2b,3b, V segments from the latest segment. 

Let V= kb. 

1. We suppose that the decoder has found a path by a branch- 

by-branch search of V segments which satisfies the condition 

dnb(w,y) < T(nb) for each nb-unit, iu<k, One segment of 

<*, channel digits is shifted out of the decoder and a new seg¬ 

ment is shifted in. 

2. Whenever the last b-unlt of the tentatively decoded path 

has the distance db(t?,y)>T(b), and it has the distance 

dnb(w,y)<T(nb) for kin>l, then we use the modified thres¬ 

hold scheme of Sec.3-4 to search a new path within the last 

b-unit. This is, we restart from the last branch by using 

the upper bound condition and the discard threshold as des¬ 

cribed in Sec.3-4 to search a new path which satisfies the 

distance db(#,y) 4 T(b) whenever dk(fl2,X2) > T(k) for the 

last b-unit. We restart from the latest segment which sat¬ 

isfies the upper bound condition, and then use the branch- 

by-branch search for a new path. If this path satisfies 

the discard threshold, we consider this path as a correct 
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path and continue to decode the received sequence from this 

new path. If this new path must be discarded, then we restart 

from the last segment of this discarded path and using the 

branch-by-branch search find a new path, and so on. If there 

is a path which satisfies the distance d^(^r,y) < T(b), then 

we continue to decode from this new path; if there is no path 

which satisfies the distance d^(jbf,y) < T(b), then we select 

the most probable path as described in Sec.3-2 as a correct 

path, and continue to decode from this path. 

3. If the MTT does not hold for the nb-unit, suppose nb Is 

the largest number of segment for which the corresponding 

threshold T(nb) is exceeded. We accept the firstU-nb seg¬ 

ments and use the upper bound condition and discard threshold 

to search for a path which can satsify the distance condition 

dmbCw*#) T(mb) for all min of the last nb segments. All 

the procedures are the same as those described in 2 above. 

If there is a path which satisfies the distance condition 

dmb(w,y.) < T(mb) for all m<n of the last mb segments, then we 

shift out the first branch and shift in one new branch, using 

the threshold test and MTT to decode from this new path as 

before. If there is no such a path which can satisfies the 

distance condition dmbCfe£,y.) i T(mb) for all min, we proceed 

as follows. Let mb be the largest number of segments for 

which the corresponding threshold T(mb) Is exceeded, we accept 

the firsts-mb segments and use the same procedure to search 

a path which can satisfy the distance condition 
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& T(gb) for all g<m, and so on. If there Is no path 

which satisfies the distance dmb(w,v) < T(mb), then we accept 

the most probable path of the last mb-unit, and continues to 

decode from this path , and so on. 

4. For the last b-unit of the total received sequence, we need 

to find the minimum distance path as a tail for the total de¬ 

coded path. 

5. If the distance between the transmitted sequence )i.and the 

received sequence £ at length V segments is bigger than the 

error-correcting capability T(U) of the code, we may or may 

not decode this path correctly. 
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3-6. Estimates of number of decoding operations 

To estimate the number of decoding operations for this 

decoding scheme Is very complicated, and the exact analysis 

has to be programmed for and calculated by the computer. 

But we may try to estimate the number of computations as 

below: 

1. The number of branches in a kb-unlt Is 
2 3 2 + 2 + 2J + 2kb-l + 2kb _ 2kb+l _ s a 2kb+l 

For a b-unlt search, we consider that whenever the dis¬ 

tance d-D(&,y) > T(b), we restart from the last T(b) + 1 seg¬ 

ment and work back to the earliest segment if necessary. 

Then we can write the maximum average number of operations 

in the b-unit search as folows: 

N = [P(0) + P(l)]2T(b)+2 + 1p(l)2T^b^+1 + i 

1 1=2 

Where P(i) is the probability of the event that 

we restart from the last T(b)+l+i segment 

For example: Let b=7, T(b)=4, and suppose the channel is a 

binary symmetric channel with transition probability pQ=0.02 

Consider P(0) to be the probability that two channel 

error lie in one segment and this segment just shifted into 

the last T(b)+1 segment as in figure below: 

Then 

P(0) = (3PQq0)(qo)12 = 9.1*10’4 

distribut- 

\ 1 \%£—i 1 1 1 1 ion of 

db(u,&) 
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Also, we can see 

P(l) - (3p^q0)(q0)l2Ci(b^+1(PoqQ) = 8.8x10 
-5 

distribut- 
I * XJL ■f* 1 1 H 

P(2) = (3Poq
0)(qo^"C2 -o'o- 

distribut- 

 1 ,* i—i —. lon of 

d
b(i^x) 

12 T(b)+2 2? 

ion of 

d. (u,v) 

(p„qJ = 5.oxio 
-6 

Then we have 
6 *7 

Nx = [P(0) + P(l)]2 + p(2)27 I 0.064 

For a b -unit search: we consider that whenever the dis r 

tance dnb(#,v) > T(nb), we begin to restart from the last 

T(nb)+1 segment to the earliest segment to search for a path 

which satisfies the distance condition d (w,v) < T(nb) in nb 
the last nb unit. 

In order to simplify the calculation, we consider the 

probabilities of restart from the last T(nb)+1 segment to 

the earliest segment to be equal. (Where n > l). 

Let us call such a restart probabilities are P(nb): 

Then 
p nb-1 p T(nb) 

P(nb) i (3p0q0)CT(nb)(P0q0) 
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And the maximum average number of decoding operations of 

this nb-unit search is : 

N(n) i P(nb)2nb+1 

—I—I——I—I—■*_,—i* ■* I—I* I* I 

distribution of dnb(u,x) 

2. For a b -unit search: Consider n = k 
r 

If branch-by-branch choice on. the basic of a b-unlt search 

goes through, there are (k-l)b+l repetitions of the b-unit 

search. An upper bound on the number of decoding operations 

for this process is 

nk = [(k-l)b + 1]NX 

For example: b=7, pQ=0,02, k=2 

The maximum average number of operations is n2: 

n2 - [(2-1)7 + 1]% = 0.102 

3. Since we want to find the total average number of comput¬ 

ations of this decoding operations. Let Nk be the average 

number of decoding operations for the path has length equal 

to kb-unit. 

Since N(2)«n2, N(3)<<n3, N(k)«nk 

Ng - n2 

N3 ’ "3 

• • *a • • 

We have 
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For example: Let b=7, binary symmetric channel transition 

probability p =0.02 
o 

Then we have 

k = 1 

k = 2 

k = 3 

N = 0.064 

N2 = 0.512 

N = 5.92 
3 

A- the last [T(b)+2] 

B 

< 

B- the last 

th 
[T(b)+3] node 

total number of 

decoding oper- 

T(b)+2 
 at ions is 2- , 

(0)- number of decod¬ 

ing operations of 

P(0) 

-•'j (l)- number of decod- 

I 

ing operations 

of P(l) 

|(2)— number of decod- 

• ing operations 

j of P(2) 

J total number of 

! decoding oper¬ 

ations is 2T(b)+3 

NUMBER OF DECODING OPERATIONS FOR b-UNIT SEARCH 
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IV 

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The development of sequential decoding has resulted largely 

from the need to minimize the number of decoding operations 

required when using long codes. The purpose of this thesis 

is to try to improve the search procedures proposed by 

Pfeiffer and Lin[6], 

We have shown that when a b -unit search is indicated by 

the MTT, under most error conditions it is not required that 

the search begin at the earliest segment in the b^-unit. A 

rational basis for chosing the amount of "backup" is proposed. 

Also, the use of a modified, but somewhat more complicated, 

threshold make possible a more efficient search of any k-unit. 

Estimate of the number of decoding operations are diffic¬ 

ult, even in the case of the binary symmetric channel. Some 

crude estimates are made, to indicate the general magnitudes 

required. 

In order to compare the feasibility and desirability of 

this method with the previously proposed algorithms, a con¬ 

sideration of the computer programming requirements is nece¬ 

ssary. Also, the actual comparison of the systems must await 

actual simulation on computers or implementation in terms of 

actual encoding-decoding equipment. 
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